
Down the Rabbit Hole 
As Alice falls down a seemingly endless rabbit hole at the start 
of her adventure, she keeps wondering if the hole goes all the 
way to the centre of the Earth. 

A free-falling object accelerates at a rate of 9.8 meters per second due to the 
force of gravity. If Alice was to pass the centre of the Earth and reach the 
other side, it would take her about two and a half days (38 minutes in a 
vacuum). 

“Rabbit hole” may be 
used as a metaphor: 
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‘Alice, man darf 
sein Leben nicht 
nach anderen 
richten. Du 
allein musst die 
Entscheidung 
fällen.’ 

’S’il est 
impossible de ne 
pas penser à 
quelque chose, il 
reste encore 
possible de 
penser à autre 
chose.’ 

Aquí todos 
estamos locos. Yo 
estoy loco. Tú 
estás loca. 

for the conceptual 
path which is thought 

to lead to the true 
nature of reality

1
for hyperlinks, as a 

metaphor for endless 
internet surfing

2
for a process of 

getting from Point A 
to Point B with no 

clear route.
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THE SCIENCE OF 
ALICE



The ALICE experiment - 
voyage inside the core 
of matter 

Hosted at CERN, is going in search of answers to 
fundamental questions about a journey to the 
beginning of the Universe. 

The Alice experiment creates mini Big Bangs by 
bumping two nuclei into each other. An 
enormous amount of energy is released. 
Thousands of quarks and gluons are free and 
can form a thick soup called the quark gluon 
plasma. It’s ALICE’s task to trace all these 
particles created from the soup! 

The Mad Hatter 
Syndrome 

In the beginning of the 17th century the 
mercury nitrate was used to treat fur for the 
manufacture of felt hats. It was an occupational 
hazard. Mad Hatter Syndrome is the result of 
chronic mercury poisoning due to exposure to 
the mercury vapours. The effects include 
irritability and many behavioural changes such 
as depression, timidity and memory loss. All 
these symptoms can be seen when we are 
introduced to a weird character, the Mad Hatter 
reciting riddles that make no sense. 

 

•
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A DISAPPEARING CHESHIRE CAT 
The grinning Cheshire Cat usually disappears on Alice, leaving 
only a smile. This famous feline character is often used as a 
metaphor in scientific contexts and a description of 
mathematics. How can a cat or its smile describe something as 
complex as mathematics? Equations exist alone in their own 
world, but they can be used in descriptions of our physical 
world. The equation is a grin, it sometimes makes no sense by 
itself, but if we use it in the physical world, we can get a whole 
cat. For example, the phrase «Quantum Cheshire Cat» is used 
in physics when scientists describe 



 

• It was published on 26th November in 1865. 

• It was published by Macmillan Publishers. 

• It has been characterized as one of the 
world's most influential novel. 

• The novel is full of nonsensical rhymes. 

• "Through the looking-Glass" was its 
successful sequel. 

• Dinah ( Alice's cat) has become a popular 
literary cat. 

• Plot development occurred on further 
boating trips in Oxford. 

• Many critics claim that Alice's Adventure in 
Wonderland was based on realistic people 
and locations.  

• Alice is not a blonde as illustrated, the 
original Alice was brunette. 

• There are many adaptations of this novel 
including two Disney films, one fully 
animated, and the other by Tim Burton. 

• Kathryn Beaumont voices Alice in the Disney 
animated film. 

• Alice in Wonderland Syndrome, which is also 
k n o w n a s To d d ' s S y n d r o m e , i s a 
disorientating neurological condition. It is 
associated with brain tumors, drugs and 
migraines.  

• The Alice novels were banned in China in 
1931, because the government believed 
that ‘animals should not use human 
language’ 

• There is an ‘easter egg’ in the 1951 
adaptation by Disney: if you take a closer 
look at the DoDo bird’s flame when he lights 
his pipe, you should see a Mickey Mouse 
flickering away. 

• Walt Disney hired Brave New World author 
Aldous Huxley to write a draft of the script 
for what would eventually become Disney’s 
iconic animated version. 

• Carroll suffered from chronic migraines, 
and epilepsy, stammering, partial deafness, 
and ADHD. 

• Carroll was a big letter writer, sometimes 
corresponding upwards of 2,000 times in 
one year, and he would sometimes write 
backwards, making the reader to hold the 
letter to a mirror to read. 
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Some fun facts about ‘Alice in Wonderland’



Alice’s Adventures 
in Wonderland was 
illustrated by a 
great number of 
talented artists, 
b u t t h e m o s t 
i n f l u e n t i a l 
illustrations were 
created by Arthur 
Rackham in 1907. 
B e f o r e t h a t 
illustrators sent 
their work over to 
eng raver s , who 
t ransferred the 

drawings into lines cut into plates, which were 
than covered with ink and pressed onto the page in 
the p r i n t i ng p roces s . Rackham s ta r ted 
photographing his drawings and having them 
mechanically reproduced. This innovation changed 
the economics of book illustrations and introduced 
a new way for artists to earn money. 

A l m o s t t w o 
decades after 
S w e d i s h -
speaking Finnish 
a r t i s t T o v e 
Jansson invented 
h e r i c o n i c 
M o o m i n 
characters, she 
w a s 
commissioned to 
i l l u s t r a t e a 
Swedish edition 
o f A l i v e ’ s 
Adventures in 
Wonderland.  

In 2011, London’s 
Tate Museum published an English edition of 
Janssen’s Alice. 

The Lewis Carroll classic was also illustrated by 
none other than Salvador Dali. Published in 1969 
the book almost immediately became one of the 
most sought-after Dali suites of all time. It 
contains 12 heliogravures - one for each chapter of 
the book. 

This book isn’t easy to acquire these days - Amazon 
offers a single copy of it with a price tag at 
$12,900. 
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Celebrity illustrators


